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CADENCE TYPES 

Cadences occur at the ends of phrases or semi-phrases, which are analogous to sentences and 
clauses in language. The root of cadence is “cadere”, to fall: speakers (and singers) tend to 
descend in pitch at the end of a statement. (The proto-Indo-European root kad- also gives us 
cascade, deciduous, decadence, accident (i.e. that which befalls), and cadaver.) 
Cadences can occur without harmony; there are cadences in monophonic and even in purely 
rhythmic music. In tonal harmony, cadences are restricted to just a handful of chord 
progression options, tabulated below.  

type 
progression 
(major keys) 

progression 
(minor keys) effect and comments 

PERFECT 
AUTHENTIC 

CADENCE 
(PAC) 

V(7) ® I V(7) ® i The most conclusive cadence; 
“perfect” connotes “complete” 

both chords are in root position 
and 

the melody ends on scale degree 1 

IMPERFECT 
AUTHENTIC 

CADENCE 
(IAC) 

V(7) ® I V(7) ® i Less conclusive; it may end a 
phrase but not an entire piece or 

a major section of a piece …while any of the further conditions of a PAC is 
not met: that is, either chord is inverted, or the 

melody ends on scale degree 3 or 5 

HALF CADENCE 
(HC) I ® V(7) 

or more rarely: 
IV ® V(7)  or ii6 ® V(7) 

I ® V(7) 
or more rarely: 

iv ® V(7)  or ii°6 ® V(7) 

Sounds incomplete, like a 
comma or question mark rather 

than a period  

 (more simply): ends on V, approached by any chord 

PHRYGIAN  
HALF CADENCE  iv6 ® V 

A particular type of half cadence, 
specific to the minor mode; a 
holdover from Renaissance 
cadences in Phrygian mode 

DECEPTIVE 
CADENCE 

(DC) 
V(7)  ® vi V(7)  ® VI 

A surprise effect; inconclusive. 
Handle the voice leading exactly 
as for authentic cadences: LT (7) 

up; seventh (4) down; don’t 
double either 7 or 4  

PLAGAL 
CADENCE IV ® I iv ® i 

Weak conclusion; the cliché 
“amen” cadence. Much more 

common in rock than in classical 

Larger formal divisions in music generally consist of several phrases employing a hierarchy of 
cadences. Initial and medial phrases typically end with weaker cadences, articulating the 
music into digestible chunks while avoiding a sense of full closure, while the PAC, the 
strongest cadence, is often reserved for the end of a phrase group or a section. 


